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Reviews

Company: Digital Heavens Price: £19.95

Web:  www.digitalheavens.co.uk Rating: ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

 Hot: Gorgeous space scenes with a few clicks

 Not: Could crash older or slower systems

Company: Tamron Co., Ltd. Price: $449

Web: www.tamron.com Rating: ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

 Hot: Price; good VC; zoom range; 6-year warranty

 Not: Colors are a bit flatter than what I’m used to

 Cosmic Pack 2  
for Photoshop  

 Tamron SP 70–300mm  
f/4–5.6 Di VC USD  

MAKE YOUR OWN BIG BANG 
Review by Jessica Maldonado

TELEPHOTO ZOOM LENS 
Review by Larry Becker

Ever wish you were an all-powerful being, creating planets, suns, 
and moons all before lunch? No? Well, if you’ve ever needed to 
purchase stock art of any such celestial bodies for use in your digi-
tal art or design, then consider the Cosmic Pack 2 set of actions 
for Adobe Photoshop. For less than the cost of one stock file, you 
can create unlimited, custom pieces in just a few clicks. Once the 
actions are loaded into Photoshop, they do most of the work for 
you, using many “stops” that prod you forward in your creation. 

Starting with the first action in the list (or custom panel, if you 
choose to install it), simply hit play and follow the instructions in 
each dialog. Work your way down the list, designing bits of your 
universe at a time, while combining them as you wish. 

You can preview the pack by viewing free tutorials on the 
Digital Heavens website. These videos tell you how to begin, point 
out pitfalls to avoid (such as Photoshop preferences to check or 
uncheck), and provide inspiration. Without any design skills or 
scientific knowledge, anyone familiar with Photoshop can make 
detailed space scenes in a snap. Designers will see multiple uses 
for the many gorgeous textures and images included with the 
pack (even outside their intended application—as grunge layers, 
backgrounds, etc.). 

These days, lots of folks are buying entry-level and prosumer 
DSLRs with kit lenses that include something like an 18–55mm 
or 18–105mm lens. Tamron’s 70–300mm Vibration Compensa-
tion (VC) zoom lens is an ideal partner to fill out the higher end 
of the zoom spectrum. With its built-in focus motor, it’s even 
compatible with DSLRs that don’t have their own focus motor 
(such as the Nikon D40, D60, D5000, etc.).

All of the switches and focus ring controls are solid and the 
lens itself has a nice weight and responsive feel. The lens hood 
is a bit deeper than I expected, so it looks a little more profes-
sional than consumer.

Keeping in mind the f/4–5.6 aperture range, it isn’t the ideal 
lens for low-light shooting, but if you’re photographing wildlife 
(or most anything at a distance) during daylight hours, this is 
a great solution. Tamron’s VC claims a 4 f-stop compensation 
and I believe it. I’ve never had much success handholding any 
nonvibration compensated 300mm lens, so when I racked this 
lens out to 300mm and took close-up pictures of wildlife, I was 
really pleased with how sharp the images were.

I tested the pack in Photoshop CS3 on a laptop and on a 
more powerful tower in CS5, and both worked well. It’s not 
often that you can proclaim an action set as both useful and 
fun, but Cosmic Pack 2 is just that (and makes you feel a little 
all-powerful along the way). n

The autofocus (AF) is quick and accurate, and seems to work 
from 5–6' to infinity. The only strange thing was extra motor 
noise when pushing the limits to focus on nearby objects at the 
300mm zoom end. Then again, I don’t plan to use this lens for 
things that are so close. 

If you need a lens to cover the 70–300mm range and you’ll 
be shooting (handheld or tripod) in well-lit environments, I can 
easily recommend this glass. n


